Monitor and Improve
True Speed Perception

A Real User tool to identify Site Speed
Issues and improve User Experience.

Know Gemini

Monitor. Detect. Alert.

Benchmark your real user speed and get notiﬁed about speed degradation and trafﬁc
drops in real time. Take corrective actions based on the automated alert analysis,
which pinpoint the probable areas of concern.

Monitor.

The dashboard allows ‘One View’ of all
relevant application and user performance
parameters. The view helps in tracking and
monitoring of various vital statistics and
alarms. Every box on the dashboard shows
the improvement or degradation with
respect to the last week data same time.

Detect.

Detecting a problem is half solution found.
And Gemini has the capability to detect
Speed Degradation, Users Bandwidth,
Landing Pages, Referrals, Javascript errors,
scraping attempts and many other
parameters.

Alert.

Whether it is Slowest Pages, Resources,
Root Cause Analysis, Downtime/Trafﬁce
Minutes Lost, Scraping Ips or any other
problem, the tool sends an automated
alert. Take corrective actions based on the
automated alert analysis, which pinpoint
the probable areas of concern.

Gemini - Features at a Glance

Users Perception as Speed
Monitors and benchmarks real user speed with page painting
numbers and notiﬁes for any degradation.

Reporting Broken Page Deliveries
Monitors real user Javascript errors in browsers and improves page
abandonment rate by ﬁxing them.

Abuse Patterns Detection
Understands the user patterns for site usage and identifies any abuse
patterns which affects the site.

PWA/SPA Measurement
Technology friendly integration. Monitoring capabilities on latest
Progressive Web Apps and Single Page Apps.

Auto Alerts and Correlation
Identifies speed degradation or trafﬁc losses in real time with root
cause analysis to improve the Mean Time to Recover (MTTR)

Monitor SEO Performance Parameters
Monitors the performance core web vitals as recommended by Google
in real time, even for logged in users and experiences.

Gemini - Beneﬁts

Increased Conversions
A fast website can boost conversions and generate more revenue.

Better Engagement
Users are more likely to browse than to bounce from a better
performing site, increasing user engagement.
Improved SEO
Google penalizes slow websites. Speeding up your site on
performance core web vitals will help with SEO..

Customer Delight
Lesser javascript errors will make the user experience a pleasurable
one.

Great First Impression
If your website loads quickly, it's instantly perceived as professional
and reliable.

Site performance matters. We can help.

The company offers its Professional Services to various clients, where it works on
analysis, base lining speed and implementation of various performance optimization
recommendations. Epsilon Delta aims to achieve minimum 30% improvement in the
speed. Our clients are extremely happy about our performance consulting
engagements. About 70% of our clients have repeated our engagements.

Testimonials

Learn why we are the Perfect Choice as told by our Customers

We switched from NewRelic RUM to Gemini and have been using it for nearly a
year now and very happy with it. What we love about Gemini, it gives real
time alerts for the performance degradation. This has helped us identify the
problem areas and resulted into nearly 30% performance gain across all the
key pages of the website.

Mr Rupesh Kumar - Director of Engineering
Big Basket

The Gemini tool is thoughtfully designed for the modern web powered by
SPAs and Microsites. The best part, it is really a plug and play solution and
gives you an unsampled and accurate view of what your users are
experiencing.
Mr Anshul Agrawal - CTO
Urban Ladder

Contact Us

Email :- sparulekar@epsilondelta.co
Phone :- +91-90047-04107
Website :- www.epsilondelta.co

